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3.

I will give you
instructions on
how to do the
the Pathfinder

activities.  

NAME:

AGE: adult

LEVEL: Leader

FAVOURITE JFW ACTIVITY: Canoeing

Heather
NAME:

AGE: 9 years

LEVEL: Pathfinder (grades 1-3)

FAVOURITE JFW ACTIVITY: Nature Walks

KatieLukeNAME:

AGE: 11 years

LEVEL: Trailblazer (grades 4-6)

FAVOURITE JFW ACTIVITY: Winter Camps

Welcome to our
Junior Forest Warden Club.

We have all kinds of exciting activities planned for the

year. Come along and join us while we learn about

Forestry, Ecology, Outdoor Skills and Leadership! 

I will give you
instructions on
how to do the

Trailblazer
activities.

Welcome to Outdoors, It's Yours! - the activity book that will take you on an exciting

outdoor adventure! Develop your skills and unlock the fun and benefits of nature

with your guides, as they teach you about Alberta's fish, birds, trees, animals, land

and much more.

Our natural environment is important to us all - from the many plants and animals

that call it home, to those who use it each and every day. It is an amazing place

where there is so much to see and do! By working together to look after Alberta's

natural resources, we can be sure to enjoy them for years to come. Complete the

activities in this book to learn how you can make a difference!

If you like being outdoors, learning about nature and spending time with

family and friends, get out and get

active with Junior Forest Wardens.

Hiking, canoeing, climbing and

snowshoeing are some of the cool

activities they are involved in.

Share a love of our natural

resources and celebrate nature

with Junior Forest Wardens! To

find out more, visit their website.

www.albertajfw.ca

This book belongs to:

There are Junior Forest Warden clubs all

across Alberta, and even clubs in British

Columbia, Saskatchewan and

Newfoundland.

did you know



2.1.

On club hikes, we sometimes pretend to be wildlife detectives looking for signs that

animals have been in the area. These signs include tracks, droppings, holes in trees,

nests and fur and rub marks left on trees.  Help me match the animal to the sign they

have left behind.

Become a wildlife detective by circling all the wildlife

clues and animals you spot in the picture.  A wildlife clue

might be an animal home, or a place where an animal has

slept or ate.  There are a total of 17 wildlife clues and

animals hidden in this picture.

signs of wildlife

wildlife detective

In Cree, an owl is known as an “OHO” (pronouced hoo hoo),

which sounds very much like the hooting of an owl. The 

Cree people believed Boreal Owl whistles were summons

from spirits. Owls were respected for their great hunting

skills.

did you know



4.3.

Help me fill in the

food pyramid by

tracing and

colouring the

plants or animals

at each energy

level.

All living things need food or energy

to survive. Plants are able to make

their own food by using energy

from the sun. When a plant is

eaten, some of its energy is passed

on to the animal that eats it, but a

lot is lost. A food pyramid shows

how energy is lost at each level.

To make sure there is enough

energy at the top level, more plants

and animals are required at the

lower levels.

FOOD PYRAMID

In the real world, things are not this simple

because an animal eats more than one type of

food and is eaten by more than one animal. A food

web, like this one, is a little more detailed and

gives a better picture of the relationships between

some plants and animals.

FOOD WeB
All animals need energy in order to survive. A

foodchain, like the one below, shows what an animal

eats to get its energy. Use the animals in the box

below to draw your own food chain.

Only 10% of the energy is passed onto the next level.

used

by

eaten

by

eaten

by

used

by

eaten

by

eaten

by



6.5.

FISH

We are going fishing this

weekend! We are learning how

to read the Alberta Sportfishing

Regulations which tells us the

size, type and number of fish

that we are able to catch. 

barbless hook

SPeCIeS at risk
A biologist told us about some of Alberta’s species at risk. We learned about what

causes some animal populations to shrink, and what we can do to help save our plants

and animals at risk. Draw a line from the species at risk to their habitat and discover

what action is being taken to restore their population.

You can help wildlife by building bird houses, protecting nests, doing

water studies, picking up garbage, planting trees, avoiding sensitive

areas and telling others what you have learned.

did you know
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Help me learn the difference between some species of trout by making

them the right colour. 

y = yellow       r = red      b = blue      B = black    

The Bull Trout is

our provincial

fish but in order

to help increase

low populations,

they can not be

kept if caught.

Bull Trout have

no black spots on

their dorsal

(top) fin, so

remember if

there is NO

BLACK, PUT IT

BACK. If you are

under the age of

16, you can fish

for free, but be

sure to fish with

a barbless hook.

Whooping Crane

Trumpeter Swan

Piping Plover

Ferruginous Hawk

Burrowing OwlNorthern Leopard Frog

Woodland Caribou

protect native grasslands

protect old growth forests protect wetlands

reduce human disturbances



8.7.

Wildfire is another way to say forest fire. Wildfires are a part of healthy forests,

but they can sometimes threaten communities and endanger people's lives. When

you are out enjoying the forest, be sure to watch your campfire at all times and

make sure it is completely out when you are done. If you spot a wildfire, report it

by calling 310-FIRE.

A wildland firefighter came to our 

last meeting to show us some firefighting

equipment and talk about fighting forest

fires. He told us there are several different

ways a wildfire can start. Help me connect

the dots to discover some of the things that

can start a wildfire.

At our last campout, I

learned some steps to

safely enjoy a campfire.  

Do you know them?

Read the caption below each

picture and put the steps in

order. Once the steps are in

order, write the letter from

each picture in the correct

space to discover  the

secret word.

To put the fire out, soak it with

water, stir it up, then soak it

with water again.

Test to make sure the fire is out. Hold your hand

above the ashes and if you don’t feel any heat,

touch the ashes to be sure the campfire is out.

Enjoy your campfire responsibly. Keep it small and attended
at all times.

Light your fire. Never use lighter fluid or

gasoline on your fire.

After choosing your site, make sure
firefighting equipment is available and
close by.

If there is no fire pit available, find a suitable site
on flat ground away from dry grass, leaves, tree
trunks and over-hanging tree branches.

Check the fire hazard for thearea to see if there are any firebans.

Junior Forest Wardens who report a wildfire

or help extinquish one can earn the Fire

Honour badge.

did you know

A
STEP #

STEP #

STEP #

STEP #
STEP #

STEP #

STEP #

E

D

S

W
N

R

DeCODe THe SeCReT WORD

1      2      3      4      5      6      7

wildfire watchouts



10.9.

Every year a tree adds a new growth ring

next to the bark.  By counting these rings

you can tell how old a tree is.  A slice

from across the trunk of a tree that

shows its rings is called a tree cookie. 

I marked the year when I was born by

counting in nine rings from the centre.

Why don't you mark dates that are

important to you, like the year you were

born or the year you started school?

You don't have to chop down a tree to

tell how old it is. A tool called an

increment borer allows you to

determine a tree's age. The increment

borer, which looks like a metal straw,

cuts a thin cylinder of wood out of the

tree. Once the tube is removed from

the increment borer the rings can be

counted.

are small insects that can kill older pine trees within a

year by tunnelling under the bark and transmitting a

disease that stains the wood blue. They can kill large

areas of pine forest very quickly. If you see yellow or

red coloured pine trees report them by calling 310-BUGS.

is a parasitic plant that uses pine trees as food.  It

causes the branches of the tree to swell and clump

together like a witch's broom.  This slows the tree's

growth and may even kill it.

also called invasive plants, can prevent

young trees and other plants from

growing by using up nutrients and water,

and by blocking sunlight from reaching

young plants.

There are many things

that can harm or kill

plants and cause a forest

to change over time.  Help

me decode some things

that disturb forest growth

by using the chart below.

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1  2 3  4 5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

6        9       18       5

13      15      21      14      20      1        9       14

16       9      14       5

2        5       5      20      12       5      19

4     23      1       18        6

13       9      19      20      12       5      20     15       5

23      5      5        4        19

In 1984, the efforts of Junior Forest

Wardens from across the province

helped make the Lodgepole Pine

Alberta's provincial tree.

did you know

Katie’s Age

increment borer

A Tree’s Age

SeCReT DeCODeR

is a very important part of a forest's natural

cycle. It can kill trees, but also releases

important nutrients that help forests grow

and change over time. Some trees, like pine,

need the intense heat to open their cones

and release the seeds inside.



Forest users

A B

c D

E F

G H

12.11.

There are many different forest users and many

different factors influencing the forest. The type of

forest that one user prefers is often different from

other users. Help me put the letter of the user and the

number of its matching use in the boxes below.

Forests cover about 60% of the province

and are important to many Albertans.

These insects prefer pine forests

between 80 and 120 years of age and

can kill these trees within a year, making

way for new forests.

This prefers a dry forest where it can kill

most of the trees and destroy human

structures. It makes the air smoky but

also helps to create a new young forest.

This large mammal with antlers prefers

older forests where eating lichen helps

them to survive the winter.

This mammal prefers a younger forest

where there are more open spaces,

grasses, berries and fast growing plants

which they eat.

FOReST FACTORS Forest use

1 2

3 4

5 6

7 8

They prefer a forest where healthy trees

grow quickly. This helps to create 50,000

jobs and is important in 50 communities

throughout Alberta.

These users take advantage of cleared

areas in the forest that have been

designated for their recreational activity.

These users prefer a wilderness feeling

to the forest where there is minimal

impact from other recreational users and

industry.

A forest with cleared paths, like roads

and cut-lines, allow this prairie bird into

the forest where it lays eggs in

unsuspecting birds nests.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

user    use user    use

Forest Industry Mountain Pine Beetle

OHV User Fire

Recreational User

Cow Bird Bear

Caribou



13.

We participate in a whole bunch of neat activities with our club and we learn how to do them
safely, while trying not to disturb the land, water, vegetation and wildlife.

Help me find the eight differences between the two pictures. Which picture do you think
shows a more responsible use of our wilderness?

 Make yourself look big—wave your arms over your head.

 If you are carrying a walking stick; swing it around.

 Throw rocks, sticks or other objects.

 Carry a whistle and blow it to startle the animal.

 Shout in a deep voice and maintain eye contact.

14.

Although I live in town, we have had some
unwanted wildlife in our yard. A Fish &
Wildlife Officer told our club about some
ways that we might be attracting wildlife

to our houses.

Circle ten things that might be
attracting wildlife, like bears
and coyotes, to my house.

If a coyote ever

approaches you don’t

turn and run—it may

chase you. Here are

some things you can

do to scare the

coyote so it runs

away.



16.

To prepare for my next camping trip I am learning how to

read a map.  Did you know the curvy lines on a map are

called contour lines and if they are far apart, the land is

fairly flat, but if they are close together, it means the

land is hilly or mountainous?  Test your map knowledge

by drawing a line between the real world picture and the

map representation.  You can use the legend to help you

figure out the map symbols.  

legend

mountain top

road

railroad

river

bridge

wetland area/
pond

cliff

lake

Real world maps

15.

Want to learn the basics of a compass?  If you follow the compass directions correctly, you'll make

it back to camp without running into any obstacles. If you do get into trouble, you'll have to go back

to the start and try again. Start in the southwest corner and walk 5 squares east. Then turn north

and travel 4 squares. Go west 1 square. Walk north 2 squares, then east 5 squares.

Cross the bridge and move north 1 square and then northeast to camp. 

There are four main

directions on a compass—

north, east, south and west,

and a compass will always

point north.

An easy way to remember

the four directions is:

By using a compass

properly you can tell which

direction you are going and

avoid getting lost. 

start here



18.17.

LUNCH BREAK 

Miss one turn.

9

Take a HiKe

When we go on hikes, we have to make sure we are

properly prepared.  This means making sure we have

enough water and warm clothes, and telling someone

where we are going.  See how prepared you are by

hiking around the board with us.

Before playing you will need to collect: 

One place marker for each player (you can cut out the

markers in the answer key or use a small stone,  pine

cone or coin) and a six-sided dice.

You forgot to
 te

ll a

responsib
le ad

ult w
here

you were going. G
o back

to the
 sta

rt.

You decid
ed to tak

e the

sho
rt l

oop of th
e hik

ing

trai
l, a

dvan
ce to the

 othe
r

side.
You packed yourself

a high energy snack

for the trail, advance

two spaces.

You picked up some

litter left by other

hikers and packed it

out. Roll again. 

Oops! You forgot yourcamera on the picnictable at lunch. Go backto get it.

Another hiker has been

injured, but you

remembered to bring your

first aid kit. Advance

one space.

You didn't follow

the map and lost

your way. Miss one
turn.

Start
HOW TO PLAY:

The youngest player rolls first. Roll the dice and

move that number of squares. Follow the

directions on the square you land on and then let

the next player roll. To reach the trailhead you

must roll the exact number. The first player to

return to the trailhead is the winner. Good luck

and have fun!

1

2
3

4
5 6

7 8

26

25

24 23

22

21
20

19
18

17

10
11

12

13

14

15

16

board game

Can you find the 15 bugs hiding along the trail?

You ran out ofdrinking water and aregetting thirsty. Goback to the start toget water.

You 

prevent erosion

the designated

Advance one  

helped

by staying on

trail.

space.

Trailhead



20.19.

Next year I am going to be        and will be old 

enough to go on the                 outreach!  I can't 

wait to go           and try                                                  .

I heard that at        they sometimes go

at a pool,  go for a         hike or 

watch the              .    I am so excited I can 

hardly wait!

Find a word

See if you can find all of these words in

the wordsearch below.

Junior Forest Wardens teaches us how

to work cooperatively with others and

how to become good leaders. Luke and

I  made a list of all the words we think

of when we think of a good leader.

To help Katie and Luke

feel comfortable

speaking in public, I

asked them to tell a

story about Junior Forest

Wardens at our campfire.

Last year, I got to go to a summer camp.  

It was awesome!  I got to               in a                 .

We went                    and                      almost every

day.  I learned how to cook on a

and how to use a           .  At        we would sing

around the               and tell ghost stories.  I had so

much fun being outdoors and making new

friends—I can't wait to go back this summer!

12

RESPONSIBILITY

RESPECT

CARING

FAIR

TALK

SHARE

LISTEN

HONEST
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22.21.

ACROSS

1. Do not turn away or run if this animal

approaches.

2. “Never Eat Slimy                   “ helps you to

remember the four directions on a compass.

3. Orange or red coloured pine trees may be a

sign of this insect.

4. Our provincial fish which does not have black

spots on its dorsal fin.

DOWN

2. You would call 310-FIRE to report this.

5. Alberta’s provincial tree.

6. Percentage of energy passed on to the next

level of the food pyramid.

7. The badge Junior Forest Wardens earn for

reporting a wildfire.

8. The type of hook you should use when

fishing.

9. Percentage of Alberta covered by forests.

10. The name of an owl in Cree.

All the the answers are found somewhere

in this activity book.

Finishing this crossword puzzle is the last

thing we need to do in order to earn our

Forestry, Ecology, Outdoor Skills and

Leadership badges. Help us to finish the

crossword and earn our badges.

1

5

2

7

9

3 6 8

4 10

You have completed the activity

book and have earned your

Forestry, Ecology, Outdoor Skills

and Leadership badges. Be sure

to colour them blue if your are a

Pathfinder, or green if you are a

Trailblazer.

CONGRATULATIONS!

ECOLOGY

FORESTRY

OUTDOOR SKILLS

LEADERSHIP



Eye spy

RECREATION

bird watching

quading

canoeing

camping

mountain biking

fishing

hunting

horseback riding

swimming

JOBS

rancher (agriculture)

mining machine operator (mining)

“tree cutter” feller buncher operator (forestry)

lookout observer (government)

oil and gas worker (energy)

trail ride guide (tourism)

gas attendant (service industry)

wildlife researchers (scientist)

logging truck driver (forestry)

tree planter (forestry)

ANIMALS

black bear

TAKE A HIKE
BOARD GAME

MARKERS
Cut on the dotted lines
and fold in half

moose

coyote

caribou

deer

bison

squirrel

cow

Below are some of my favourite nature
riddles. Can you guess the answers?

1) How do rabbits keep their fur neat?
2) What did one shrub say to the other

shrub?
3) What did the mother worm say to the

little worm who was late?
4) Why are cards like wolves?

5) Why is the letter "A" like a flower?
6) What animals are well educated?
7) What did one insect say to the

other insect?
8) What did the tree say to the axe?

riddles

23.

Attract butterflies to your garden by setting up a

homemade feeder.

TO MAKE A BUTTERFLY FEEDER YOU WILL NEED:

A shallow container, such as

a pie plate

A few bright yellow and

orange sponges or kitchen

scouring pads

Paper towel

To make the butterfly food

you will need:

An adults help

2 cups of water

1/2 cup of sugar

A small pot

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Mix the sugar and water together in a small pot. Bring it

to a boil for a few minutes until the sugar is fully

dissolved. Remove it from the heat and let it cool.

 Once the solution is cool, pour it into a shallow container

with the paper towels until they are saturated with the

solution. 

 Placing the bright yellow and orange kitchen scouring

pads in the solution will attract butterflies and give them

a resting place while they drink. The feeder should be

placed on a post about 4 - 6 inches above the tallest

flowers in your garden.

 You can store extra solution in your refrigerator for up to

a week.

Become a weather forecaster by making a windsock or

by predicting the weather using natural indicators!  

TO MAKE A WINDSOCK YOU WILL NEED:

Paper

Pencil crayons or wax crayons

Leaves, flowers or bark

Stapler

Streamers (3, each 25 cm)

Ribbon or string ( 25 cm)

INSTRUCTIONS:

 Arrange flowers, leaves or bark on a flat surface and

place a sheet of paper on top.

 Make a rubbing using pencil crayons or wax crayons.

 Roll the paper into a cylinder and staple it together.

 Attach the streamers to the bottom of the cylinder and

the ribbon or string to the top using the stapler.

 Hang your windsock outside in a location where it can

move freely and can be easily seen.

NATURAL INDICATORS OF WEATHER
 Insect eating birds feed higher in good weather and lower when a storm is approaching.

 Sounds carry further when wet weather is on the way and the smell of vegetation becomes
more distinctive before the arrival of rain.

 Low flying geese mean that bad weather may be approaching. 

 A halo around the moon or the sun tells of approaching rain or snow.

 Crickets can be used to determine the air temperature.  The hotter the day, the more a
cricket chirps. Count the number of chirps you hear in 15 seconds, divide this number by 2
and add 6 you can determine the approximate temperature in degrees Celsius.

windsock

butterfly feeder

NATURe CRAFTS
COVER ACTIVITY

24.




